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Overview

•

•

•

•

Feed-in- tariffs (FIT’s) are subsidies paid by electric utilities to
renewable energy producers for every kilowatt
kilowatt-hour
hour they
produce and “feed” into the grid.
A FIT serves as a guarantee by the government that a local
utility will purchase energy generated from a renewable energy
project at a fixed price for a set period that is above market
value.
The price or tariff is set at a level sufficient to attract investors
and complements other incentives such as grants (under
ARRA) and tax incentives (such as the Federal Investment Tax
Credit).
FIT’s originated in Europe to promote the development of
renewable energy by creating a market which is competitive
with conventional energy sources.
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Overview

•

•

•

•

Ideally, FIT’s are intended to serve as extended price
guarantees which ensure a reasonable rate of return on an
owner’s investment in renewable energy facilities.
A FIT’s subsidized price guarantee is intended to remove price
uncertainty and encourages private investment in renewable
energy projects.
Instead of having various renewable energy technologies fight
for the lowest bid, FIT’s shift the market competition so that
developers and manufacturers compete among themselves to
reduce prices and maximize their gains.
FIT’s promote cost-sharing of renewable energy benefits by
spreading incremental electricity cost increases which result
from FIT projects among all electricity consumers.
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Overview

•

•

•

While European
p
countries tend to g
generate national costsharing, federalism inherent in the United States dictates that
costs are shared on a utility or individual state basis.
In addition,, federal constitutional constraints (i.e.,
( , federal
preemption under the Supremacy Clause and limitations on
burdening out-of-state entities under the Dormant Commerce
Clause) prevent European-style FIT’s from being adopted
whole cloth in the United States.
In addition, certain uniquely American operational constraints
will require adaptation of European grid management
considerations to United States operating systems and
technologies.
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Overview

•

Nevertheless, states which are considering FIT’s to stimulate
renewable energy projects can learn much from foreign FIT
programs.

•

This program is designed to highlight the experiences in
implementing two especially well-developed FIT programs in
Germany and Ontario, Canada and consider the benefits,
problems and lessons to be derived from them.
At the same time, we intend to address the American legal
landscape in fashioning FIT’s which can pass constitutional
muster, navigate the current federal and state regulatory
requirements and avoid potential operational limitations in
connecting with the grid.

•
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13 July 2011

Germanys F
G
Feed-in
d i Tariffs
T iff
for Renewable Energy
Strafford Legal Webinar

Rechtsanwalt Uwe M. Erling, LL.M.

Legal Basis of German FIT
■ Gesetz über den Vorrang Erneuerbarer Energien (EEG)/Act on granting
priority to renewable sources (Renewable Energy Sources Act)
■ Approach
– Incentivizing production of renewable energy
– Integration into existing grid
■ More than 10 years of history:
– Stromeinspeisungsgesetz (Electricity Feed-Act) 1991
– Introduction Renewable Energy
gy Sources Act 2000
– Revision 2004
– Revision 2009
■ Success story
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Development of electricity generation from renewable
energy sources in
i Germany
G
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* Solid and liquid biomass, biogas, sewage and landfill gas, biogenic share of waste; electricity from geothermal energy not presented due to negligible quantities produced; 1 GWh = 1 Mill. kWh;
StromEinspG: Act on the Sale of Electricity to the Grid; BauGB: Construction Code; EEG: Renewable Energy Sources Act;
Source: BMU-KI III 1 according to Working Group on Renewable Energy Sources-Statistics (AGEE-Stat); image: BMU / Christoph Edelhoff; as at: March 2011; all figures provisional

Source: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Development of renewable Energy sources in Germany
2010, 23 March 2011
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Share of renewable energy sources in total final energy
consumption in Germany
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due to rounding; Source: BMU-KI III 1 according to Working Group on Renewable Energy Sources-Statistics (AGEE-Stat); image: BMU / Dieter Böhme; as at: March 2011; all figures provisional

Source: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Development of renewable Energy sources in Germany
13
2010, 23 March 2011

Basic Structure of the German FIT (1)

Plant operator

delivery
RE Power

Grid operators
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RE Power

€

€
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Upstream Transmission
grid operators

legal obligation to:
1. connect RE to grid as priority
(Sec. 5)
2. take, transmit and distribute RE
as priority (Sec. 6)
3. purchase at fixed FIT for fixed
number of years (20) (Sec. 16, 23)
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Basic Structure of the German FIT (2)
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Feed-in and payment under
the Electricity Feed Act (StromEinspG) and
the Renewable Energy Sources Act (EEG) in Germany
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StromEinspG: Act on the Sale of Electricity to the Grid; BauGB: Construction Code; EEG: Renewable Energy Sources Act; 1 TWh = 1 Bill. kWh; Source: BMU-KI III 1 according to Working Group on
Renewable Energy Sources-Statistics (AGEE-Stat); Year 2010: provisional estimate (IfnE); image: BMU / Bernd Müller; as at: March 2011; all figures provisional

Source: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Development of renewable Energy sources in Germany
2010, 23 March 2011
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Basic FIT (as of 1 July 2011)*
Hydro Power:

3.5 – 12.67 cents/KWh

Wind Off-Shore:

3 5 – 15 cents/KWh
3.5

Wind On-Shore:

5.02 – 9.2 cents/KWh

Photovoltaic:
oto o ta c

21.11 – 28.74
8
ce
cents/KWh
ts/

Geothermal:

10.5 – 20 cents/KWh

Biogas (methane):

6.16 – 9 cents/KWh

Biomass:

7.79 – 11.67 cents/KWh

*Note: Actual FIT varies according to specific type of plant, capacity, location,
start of operation and applicable additional bonuses and degression.
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Investments in the construction of renewable energy
installations in Germany 2010
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Source: BMU-KI III 1 according to the Centre for Solar Energy and Hydrogen Research Baden-Wuerttemberg (ZSW); as at: March 2011; all figures provisional

Source: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Development of renewable Energy sources in Germany
2010, 23 March 2011
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Jobs in the renewable energy sources sector in Germany
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Source: O’Sullivan/Edler/van Mark/Nieder/Lehr: "Bruttobeschäftigung durch erneuerbare Energien im Jahr 20010 – eine erste Abschätzung", as at: March 2011; interim report of research project „Kurzund langfristige Auswirkungen des Ausbaus erneuerbarer Energien auf den deutschen Arbeitsmarkt“; image: BMU / Christoph Busse / transit

Source: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Development of renewable Energy sources in Germany
2010, 23 March 2011
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Challenges
■ “Energiewende 2011” (Engery switch 2011): phase out of 17 nuclear
plants by 2022 instead 2036 requires quickly to find new sources of
energy supply
■ proportion of renewable is to double from 16 % to 35 %!
■ volatile power generation by wind turbines and solar cells requires higher
levels of base load power
■ gas fired power plants economically viable?
■ timing of connections of off shore wind farms to existing grid
■ lack off long distance transmission capacity for
f renewable power sources in
windy eastern and northern Germany to industrial centers in west and
south Germany
■ limited hydro power storage facilities
■ lack of public acceptance (NIMBY!)
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2010, 23 March 2011
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Structure of electricity supply from renewable energy
y 2010
sources in Germany
Total: 101.7 TWh
Wind energy:
35.9 %
Hydropower:
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4.7 %
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11.8 %
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1.1 %
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11.9 %
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2.0 %

Share of biomass *: 33 %

* Solid and liquid biomass, biogas, sewage and landfill gas, biogenic share of waste; electricity from geothermal energy not presented due to negligible quantities produced; deviations in the totals are
due to rounding; 1 TWh = 1 Bill. kWh; Source: BMU-KI III 1 according to Working Group on Renewable Energy Sources-Statistics (AGEE-Stat); as at: March 2011; all figures provisional

Source: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Development of renewable Energy sources in Germany
2010, 23 March 2011
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Structure of final energy supply from renewable energy
sources in Germany 2010
Total: 275.4 TWh
Biogenic fuels, heat:
46.1 %
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7.2 %

Geothermal energy:
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* Solid and liquid biomass, biogas, sewage and landfill gas, biogenic share of waste and biofuels; 1 TWh = 1 Bill. kWh; deviations in the totals are due to rounding;
Source: BMU-KI III 1 according to Working Group on Renewable Energy Sources-Statistics (AGEE-Stat); as at: March 2011; all figures provisional

Source: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Development of renewable Energy sources in Germany
2010, 23 March 2011
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Development of the number and installed capacity of wind
energy plants in Germany
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Source: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Development of renewable Energy sources in Germany
2010, 23 March 2011
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Capacity of wind energy plants (worldwide)
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Source: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Development of renewable Energy sources in Germany
2010, 23 March 2011
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Installed capacity and energy supply from photovoltaic
installations in Germany
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Source: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Development of renewable Energy sources in Germany
2010, 23 March 2011
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Overview

• History
Hi t
off the
th Ontario
O t i Energy
E
Market
M k t
• Green Energy Act and Green Economy Act
• Ontario Feed-in Tariff Program Issues and
Highlights
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History

•

Long history of state ownership
> Ontario Hydro controlled most generation and transmission, with
g 300 local municipal
p commissions
distribution through

•

Consumers believed they received power at cost
> Fixed
ed p
price
ce pe
per kWh tthat
at bu
bundled
d ed ge
generation,
e at o , ttransmission
a s ss o a
and
d
distribution costs together

•

Reforms began in late 1990s
> Various legislation has been passed since the 1990s to break-up
Ontario Hydro
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Green Energy Act

•

Green Energy
gy and Green Economy
y Act, 2009 ((“Green Energy
gy Act”))
> Introduced February 23, 2009
> The underpinnings
p
g of the Green Energy
gy Act and amendments to
various other Ontario legislation are to:
• encourage investment in renewable energy
• facilitate Aboriginal participation in electricity sector
• encourage conservation and develop ‘smart grid’
• create
t ‘green’
‘
’ jjobs
b
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Green Energy Act…cont’d

> Key elements of the Green Energy Act and its associated
regulations and programs are:
• the FIT Program
• Connection rights for renewables
• Streamlined approval process
• Domestic Content
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Green Energy Act…cont’d

•

Feed-in Tariffs ((“FIT”)
FIT )
> Green Energy Act established the FIT program and gave renewable
projects priority access to the grid
> Careful review of programs in other jurisdictions, including German
and Spanish programs
> Ontario FIT Program was touted as North America’s first
comprehensive guaranteed pricing structure for renewable energy
production

•

Connection Rights - Section 26(1.1) of Electricity Act, 1998
> A transmitter or distributor shall provide priority connection access to
its system for a renewable energy generation facility that meets
certain regulatory requirements
35

Green Energy Act…cont’d

•

Stream-lined Approvals
> New Renewable Energy Approval (“REA”) consolidates several
approvals processes under environmental legislation
> Approvals for air/noise, sewage, waste, water-taking, zoning, site
plan control, demolition
> Exemptions from municipal approvals and by
by-laws
laws for renewable
projects (i.e. land use planning restrictions)
> Ability for Province to set standard rules for land use, site design,
notice, consultation, etc. by regulation
> REA does not include all necessary provincial and federal
approvals
l
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Green Energy Act…cont’d

> REA process does not apply to water power facilities,
facilities a separate
environmental assessment process continues to apply
> Third-party
p y appeal
pp
right
g for REAs
• threshold for submission of an appeal is low but the test for a
successful appeal is high – this results in delays
• straight to hearing upon request by intervenor
– no leave to appeal is needed
• appellant has onus of proving a project will cause
– serious harm to human health; or
– serious and irreversible harm to plant life, animal life or
the natural environment
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Green Energy Act…cont’d

•

Domestic content
> Projects must meet the following minimum domestic content requirement
(i.e. a percentage of project costs must come from Ontairo goods and
labour - calculated in accordance with Exhibit D to the FIT Contract):
• solar PV projects > 10 kW: 60% minimum domestic content for
projects with COD after January 1,
1 2011 (this increased from 50% for
projects with a COD prior to January 1, 2011).
• solar PV projects < 10 kW: 60% minimum domestic content for
projects with COD after January 1, 2011 (this increased from 40% for
projects with a COD prior to January 1, 2011).
• windpower projects > 10 kW: 25% minimum domestic content for
projects with COD prior to January 1, 2012 (this will increased to 50%
for projects with a COD on or after on January 1, 2012).
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Ontario Feed-in Tariff Program
Issues and Highlights

• FIT Program Fundamentals
> Contracts are for a 20-year terms (40-years for waterpower)
> Eligibility Requirements:
• Only available for projects over 10kW and for projects less than
50MW in the case of waterpower projects
• Must be on land that is not rated as class 1 or 2 agricultural land
> Milestones for reaching commercial operation within:
• 3 years for on-shore windpower, bio-energy, solar PV (OPA
offered extension for one year in 2011)
• 4 years for off-shore windpower
• 5 years for waterpower
39

Ontario Feed-in Tariff Program
Issues and Highlights…cont’d

> As of June 24
24, 2011 the OPA has received:
• approximately 6,998 FIT applications with a combined
capacity of over 17,645MW (there are 1,175 executed FIT
C t t with
Contracts
ith a combined
bi d capacity
it off 3
3,357MW
357MW and
d an
additional 1,046MW were added on June 4, 2011). Ontario’s
current installed capacity is 34,882MW
• 25,078 microFIT applications (<10kW) with a combined
capacity of 229MW (there are 4,269 executed MicroFIT
Contracts with a combined capacity of 36MW)
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Ontario Feed-in Tariff Program
Issues and Highlights…cont’d

> Of the 1
1,175
175 executed FIT Contracts
Contracts, there are:
• 1,041 solar PV projects with a total capacity of 1,044MW
• 52 windpower projects with a total capacity of 2,094MW
• 46 hydroelectric projects with a total capacity of 172MW
• 36 bioenergy projects with a total capacity of 47MW
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Ontario Feed-in Tariff Program
Issues and Highlights…cont’d

•

Notice to Proceed
> All applicants are required to submit a notice to proceed (“NTP”)
q
to the OPA evidencing
g completion
p
of: environmental
request
assessment; domestic content plan; financing plan; and impact
assessment
> Until NTP is issued, OPA has the option to terminate a FIT
Contract with liability capped at the “Pre-Construction Liability
Limit”, which is a $/MW amount (differentiated by technology
costs)
> Provides the OPA with a termination right
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Ontario Feed-in Tariff Program
Issues and Highlights…cont’d

The following chart lists the Feed-in Tariff Prices for Renewable
Energy Projects in Ontario (revised August 13, 2010)
Renewable Fuel

Size Tranches

Contract Price ¢/kWh

Escalation Percentage

< 10 MW

13.8

20%

> 10 MW

13.0

20%

< 100 kW

19.5

20%

> 100 kW < 250 kW

18.5

20%

< 500 kW

16.0

20%

> 500 kW < 10 MW

14.7

20%
%

> 10 MW

10.4

20%

< 10 MW

13.1

20%

> 10 MW < 50 MW

12.2

20%

< 10 MW

11.1

20%

> 10 MW

10.3

20%

< 10 kW

80.2

0%

> 10 < 250 kW

71.3

0%

> 250 < 500 kW

63.5

0%

> 500 kW

53 9
53.9

0%

Solar PV - Ground Mount

< 10 MW

44.3

0%

Wind - Onshore

Any size

13.5

20%

Wind - Offshore

Any size

19.0

20%

Biomass

Biogas - On-Farm

Biogas

Waterpower

Landfill gas

Solar PV - Any Type
Solar PV - Rooftop
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Politics
Ontario Provincial Election 2011

•

In October 2011,
2011 Ontario will hold a Provincial election in which
the costs of renewable energy and thus the FIT Program has
featured prominently
> The FIT Program was championed by the Ontario Liberal Party
> The Ontario Conservative Party’s candidate (Tim Hudak) has
promised to “end the FIT Program” and “if there is value to
Ontario families by stopping some of the larger, more
unaffordable projects before they really get started, we won't
hesitate to do that.”
> It is possible that if the Ontario Conservative party is elected it
will
ill tterminate
i t allll FIT C
Contracts
t t th
thatt h
have nott received
i d a NTP
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Curtailment

•

With the introduction of intermittent sources of electricity (i
(i.e.
e
windpower and solar PV) the Independent Electricity System
Operator (“IESO”) must consider the issue of curtailment
> Curtailment to manage surplus baseload generation is
forecasted by the IESO to become significant by 2012, when a
large portion of the currently contracted renewables come on line
> There are still a number of issues in respect of curtailment,
including:
• (i) which generation-types will be instructed to curtail;
• (ii) the extent to which existing facilities will be expected to
comply
l with
ith IESO rules
l (f
(for example,
l nott been
b
designed
d i
d tto
accommodate five-minute dispatch signals); and
45

Curtailment…cont’d

• (iii) how the IESO will address the additional operating
costs that are incurred by existing generators as a
result of ramping operations up and down
> The decisions made by the IESO in respect of curtailment could
have a significant impact on the financial modelling of renewable
projects
p
j
and thus success of bringing
g g additional renewable
generation on line in Ontario
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California’s Long History with Feed-In Tariffs (FITs)

•

•

•

•

During the 1980s, California introduced the Interim Standard
Offer Contract Number Four (ISO4), which offered participants
one price, that was fixed for the first ten years of a 30 year
contract.
ISO4 was a success and resulted in the generation of 1,200
MW of wind projects that have provided approximately 1% of
California’s energy, but were only offered from 1983 to 1984.
AB 1969 was passed in 2006 to enable water and wastewater
agencies to undertake projects of 1 MW or less and sell
electricity
e
ect c ty to California’s
Ca o a s e
electricity
ect c ty p
providers
o de s at a C
CPUC-set
UC set
price.
The program was expanded in 2007-2008 to allow others not
y allowed to participate
p
p
in the p
program
g
to do so.
initially
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Current Feed-In Tariffs in California

•

California enacted AB 1613, the California Waste Heat and
Carbon Emissions Reduction Act, which created a FIT for
combined heat and power (CHP)/co-generation facilities.

•

In December 2009, the California Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC) ordered utilities to offer fixed price contracts for CHP
projects less than 20 MW.

•

Before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC),
California’s p
public utilities ((PG&E,, SCE,, SDG&E)) challenged
g
the FIT on the basis of federal preemption under Federal Power
Act/PURPA.
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Preemption Issues with FITs

•

FERC is empowered to regulated wholesale electricity sales
rates under sections 205 and 206 of the FPA.

•

Anytime
y
a state or other municipality
p y attempts
p to set market
rates for electricity, preemption issues may arise.

•

FPA and PURPA prohibit states from requiring utilities to
purchase renewable energy at a price higher than their
“avoided cost” for wholesale purchases.

•

PURPA’s “avoided cost” rates are considered the “statutory
ceiling” for how high state or municipal authorities may set
rates.
rates
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First FERC Decision on California CHP FIT

•

On July 15, 2010, FERC decided that CPUC’s orders were
preempted by Federal Power Act (FPA) because they
established rates for wholesale sales in interstate commerce.

•

However, FERC determined that, under the Public Utility
Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA), the CPUC could set avoided
cost rates for those facilities which could become Qualifying
Facilities (QFs).

•

If eligible
g
CHP g
generators obtained QF status from FERC under
PURPA, FIT would not be preempted if the rate set was less
than or equal to the “avoided cost” of the purchasing utility.
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FERC’s “Clarifying” Decision on California CHP FIT

•

On October 21, 2010, FERC decided that CPUC could consider
factors in “avoided cost” calculations other than those specified
in FERC rules, including purchasing obligations of the state
such as a renewable portfolio standard (RPS), which effectively
d
dropped
d th
the costt off competing
ti conventional
ti
l sources, such
h as
natural gas, as well as environmental costs associated with
climate change regulatory requirements, including cap-andtrade emissions credit costs.
costs

•

FERC also decided that the CPUC could set a higher avoided
costt for
f transmission-constrained
t
i i
t i d areas, such
h as th
the costt off
upgrades.
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California’s Market-Based Mechanism Designed
to Avoid Federal Preemption Challenges
•

In effect, FERC cleared the way for a multi-tiered approach
which reflects costs compared to other renewables
renewables.

•

To avoid preemption, the CPUC instituted a new tariff protocol
on December
D
b 16
16, 20201,
20201 called
ll d the
th Renewable
R
bl A
Auction
ti
Mechanism (RAM) for renewable distributive generation
projects.
Th RAM allows
The
ll
California’s
C lif i ’ three
th
llargestt iinvestor-owned
t
d
utilities (IOU’s) to select the lowest bid for all renewable energy
projects up to 20 MW that are located in their service territories.
Th RAM requires
The
i
that
th t 25% off the
th total
t t l program allocation
ll
ti be
b
offered at two auctions per year.

•

•
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California’s Renewable Auction Mechanism

•

•

•

Although not a traditional FIT program, the RAM is designed to
promote small to mid-sized projects from different renewable
sources.
Unsubscribed capacity and drop-out capacity are added at the
next auction.
The RAM attempts
p to avoid p
preemption
p
p
problems by
y relying
y g on
a market-based pricing system to help smaller companies
develop projects. The IOU’s act as sellers and select bids
based on a least-cost price until the auction capacity is
reached. The contract price is nonnegotiable and must be paid
as bid.
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FITs and Potential Dormant
Commerce Clause Issues

•

•

•

The Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution grants the
federal government through Congress’ authority to regulate
commerce “among the several states.”
Therefore, states may not pass regulations which improperly
burden or discriminates against interstate commerce, and any
attempt by a state to do would be preempted. This is also
known as the Dormant Commerce Clause.
California’s RPS, which sets what percentage of utility
companies’ energy portfolios must come from renewable
sources may implicate the dormant commerce clause because
a specified
ifi d percentage
t
off renewable
bl energy sources mustt
come from in-state sources.
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Lessons Learned from New Jersey and FITs
•

•

•

•

A current court battle in New Jersey leaves the future of that
state’s
state
s FIT program in jeopardy.
In January 2011, New Jersey Governor Christie signed SB
2381 into law which established a long-term capacity pilot
agreement (LCAPP), intended to promote the construction of
in-state electric generation facilities.
LCAPP establishes minimum prices to pay eligible generators
and provides that the state
state’s
s 4 investor-owned
investor owned utilities (IOUs)
would enter into a standard offer capacity agreement, where,
based on an auction system, eligible generators would submit
bids.
Each IOU evaluates the bids and sends their recommended
project lists to the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities (NJBPU)
for approval.
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New Jersey and LCAPPs continued.
•

•

•

•

IOUs will then enter into Standard Offer Capacity Agreements
(SOCA’s)
(SOCA
s) with the NJBPU
NJBPU-approved
approved projects.
Over the duration of the agreements, eligible generators submit
a price which clears the capacity market’s annual base residual
auction of the PJM Interconnection LLC (the regional
transmission organization).
LCAPP guarantees that eligible generators receive the set price
(agreed upon in a Standard Offer Contract Agreement) for its
capacity.
LCAPP guarantees that eligible generators receive the
Standard
Sta
da d O
Offer
e Co
Contract
t act Price
ce for
o capac
capacity.
ty While
e tthis
s is
s
intended to guarantee eligible generators a long-term price for
their capacity, it also gives rise to challenges based on federal
preemption and the Dormant Commerce Clause.
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New Jersey’s FIT Litigation
•

In PPL EnergyPlus LLC v. Solomon, plaintiffs alleged that:
•

•

•

LCAPP discriminates in favor of eligible generators whose facilities
will be located within New Jersey state boundaries and created a
subsidy which favors in-state generation at the expense of out-ofstate generation; and
The price guarantee set by the auction causes LCAPP to invade
FERC’s exclusive jurisdiction to set wholesale rates.

Th state
The
t t argued
d that:
th t
•
•

•

No discrimination against out-of-state generators exists;
Even if LCAPP burdens interstate commerce, it is advancing a
legitimate state interest in the least discriminatory way; and
LCAPP is not subject to federal field preemption under FPA
because LCAPP follows other forms of state authority exercised
over power generation facilities.
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New Jersey’s FIT Litigation

•

The state has moved to dismiss the suit, but the court has yet
to rule on any of the claims.

•

Any
y decision in the trial court will certainly
y be appealed.
pp

•

Query: Will this litigation be emulated in other states?
Takeaway: How can this litigation be avoided?

•

•

Can a market-driven mechanism (such as the RAM) avoid a
f d l preemption
federal
ti argument?
t?

•

Can any mandatory preference for in-state energy sources
survive a Dormant Supremacy Clause argument?
60

•

Contact Information:
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Offi
Office:
(415) 544
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1900
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Mobile: (408) 221-1304
kcasto@shb.com
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E
E
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Overview of Emerging
Issues


FIT = Increased
I
d Distributed
Di t ib t d Generation
G
ti
 Mostly interconnected at lower voltage, distribution network
 Larger installations at higher voltage, transmission network



Increased Penetration of Distributed Generation
Contributes to “Displacement” of Legacy Generation
that Serve Important Reliability Purposes.
Purposes



Increased “Penetration” of Distributed Generation
((Particularlyy Solar)) Is Raising
g Additional Operational
p
and
Resource Planning Issues.



FERC is trying to help….

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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Three Major Items



Reliability Regulation
 Increased Penetration = Reliability Relevance



Making a FIT work in as a part of the resource mix.



FERC Initiatives

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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Ch t One
Chapter
O
“I Search
“In
S
h off a Happy
H
Relevance”
R l
”
and
“Being on the Reliability Radar is Not a
Happy Place”

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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Item I: Reliability


North American Reliability Council ((“NERC”)
NERC )



Electric Reliability Organization Under Federal Power
Act



Mission to develop and enforce mandatory Reliability
Standards for the Bulk Power System



Jurisdiction Extends to all Bulk Power System:
 Users
 Owners
 Operators

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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Reliability Regulation


Emerging Issue is Distributed Generation’s Emerging
Impact on the Bulk Power System.
System



NERC authority extends to users of the Bulk Power
System
y
if that use affects system
y
reliability.
y



Increasing consensus that distributed generation
(especially distributed generation at lower voltage levels)
presents reliability challenges that are not yet fully
understood.



Alert: Owners/Operators of generators supplying energy
under FITs could become subject to NERC regulation in
some circumstances at some point down the road.
 This Could
C
be a Big Deal or a Not so Big Deal -- Depending
Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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Reliability Requires
Visibility


Reliable operation of the bulk power system
requires maintaining a continuing balance
between generation and loads on the network.
 Hard to manage given variability of loads.
 Reallyy hard to manage
g when g
generation resources are
not controllable and are unpredictable.

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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IVGTF


Integration of Variable Energy Resources Task Force
(“IVGTF”)
 Looking hard at nature of issues, mitigation and control
measures, and the like.
 Report on impact of distributed resources on bulk power system
is expected within the next few weeks.
 Report will express concerns about the “visibility” of distributed
generation that is interconnected at distribution level (particularly
where high penetration in local areas).
 Unless states and utilities create ways for distributed
generation to become visible and p
g
predictable,, NERC may
y
step in and established standards.
 Result would be that “owners” and “operators” of distributed
generation would be subject to Federal reliability regulation in
ways that cannot be predicted and would be subject to change.
change
Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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IVGTF


Beyond “visibility”
visibility concerns, operating concerns
are raised.



Smart grid innovations may prove very important.
important



Major pending issue is reconciliation of IEEE
Standard 1547 relating to “low
low voltage ride
through.”
 Separation of the distributed generation during low
frequency excursions – precisely when the grid needs
the output.

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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Displacement


Renewable Generation is p
providing
g an increased
proportion of total installed generation capacity.



Relative gains in Renewables are “displacing” coal, fueloiled and other traditional forms of central station
generation.



Emerging Issue: Impact of displacement of traditional
forms of generation with resources that do not have the
same sort of operational capabilities.



Nobody is willing to sacrifice the reliability of the system
in the name of greener power sources.

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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Displacement, cont.


Displacement Problem relates to adequacy of the bulk power
network
k to maintain
i i the
h required
i db
balance
l
b
between supply
l and
d
demand, as measured by system frequency.



Two kinds of “frequency regulation” are involved: Primary and
S
Secondary.
d
 Primary Frequency Regulation is also known as “Frequency Response.”
 Frequency Response is the ability of a generator, through its governor
settings,
tti
to
t immediately
i
di t l increase
i
our decrease
d
output
t t in
i response to
t
system conditions. It happens in a nanosecond.
 Secondary Frequency Regulation involves moving the output of
generators up and down every few seconds in response to system
conditions.



For the most part, traditional forms of thermal generation provide
frequency regulation, but even so there currently is not sufficient
Frequency Response capability on the bulk power system.
Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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Displacement, cont.
Displacing the generators that have Frequency Response capability
with renewable resources that do not have that capability will worsen
the situation.
 Problem is real. Most recent report funded by FERC and currently
y review and comment.
under industry


 Earnest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
 Use of Frequency Response Metrics to Assess the Planning and
Operational Requirements for Reliable Integration of Variable
R
Renewable
bl G
Generation,
ti
LBNL 4142 E (December
LBNL-4142-E
(D
b 2010)


NERC is evaluating:
 “How displacement of inertial generation with electronically-coupled
resources might influence inertial response”
response
 “The development of an integration strategy for new generation
technologies (such as wind, solar, storage, and significant nuclear
expansion).”

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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Chapter Two

“The Big
g Dog
g Has Got to Eat”

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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FITs and RPS
Little Man vs.
vs Big Dog


Most States with Proclivity Toward Promoting Renewables
Have RPS of Some Sort



FITs Threaten to Crowd the Space



Utility scale renewable is usually procured through
competitive RFPs and contracts have bells and whistles.



Important that utility costs under FITs are priced
competitively and do not become high-cost “legacy
obligations”
bli ti
” akin
ki to
t old
ld PURPA contracts.
t t

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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FITs v. RPS – Nevada
Situation

 Nevada leads nation in installed solar per capita
 Aggressive RPS (25 by 25)
 Innovative transmission build out to interconnect
utility scale renewables.
renewables
 Other state-based programs and incentives
 NO Feed-In
Feed In Tariff.
Tariff

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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Nevada


Proposals to establish a FIT in Nevada running
i t opposition.
into
iti
 Success of utility’s ability to secure adequate
renewables through competitive RFPs
RFPs.
 FERC policies will just make utility scale
renewables even more competitive (even if unfairly
so).
 Utility contends that renewables procured by
wholesale contract through RFP processes permit
smart, least-cost evolution of resource portfolio.
•

Arguments Backed By NERC and FERC Studies On
R li bilit Challenges
Reliability
Ch ll
Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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Chapter
p
Three
FERC IInitiatives
iti ti
R
Rolling
lli Out
O t Quickly
Q i kl
In Favor of Renewables – But Is That
Good or Bad for FIT Generation?

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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Relevant FERC initiatives



Series of Orders and Rulemakings That Will Create
Markets and Shift Costs of Utility Scale
Renewables
 Integration of Variable Energy Resources Final Rule
 Organized Markets and Regional Transmission
Planning/Cost Allocation Proceeding
 Transmission Planning and Cost Allocation Final Rule
(Due Out This Month)
 NOI on Market-Based Sales of Ancillary Services
Transmission Incentives NOPR
Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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Take Aways

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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FIT Design
Considerations


Can a FIT be designed to provide a win
win-win?
win?
 Provide sufficient certainty and cash flow to incent
investment,, yet
y not burden the utilities (and
(
other
ratepayers) with “legacy” costs?



Can a FIT be designed to permit utility to control
output (like
(
route to co-located storage?)
?)
(Wholesale markets do)
 How
Ho will
ill Smart Grid Implementation factor in?

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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FIT Design
Considerations



Can a FIT be designed to pay for higher quality
or more firm
fi supply?
l ? (Wh
(Wholesale
l
l markets
k t d
do).
)



Can a FIT be designed to pay different rates
b
based
d on system
t
planning
l
i and
d operational
ti
l
considerations? (Wholesale markets do).

Copyright © 2010. Balch & Bingham LLP. All rights reserved
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